We study the vibrational predissociation of N D r Ar through excitation of the v2 " umbrella" mode of N D 3, with the same (scaled or unsealed) cib initio potential and the same quantum mechanical method as used earlier for N H 3-Ar [J. Millan et al., J. Chem. Phys. 103, 4138 (1995)]. Just as in that case, we find that a simultaneous excitation of one of the Van der Waals modes (stretch, 2 or n bend, of symmetry /\,, A 2, or E) has a strong effect on the lifetime of the complex and on the product state distribution. In particular, the excitation of the Van der Waals stretch mode leads to shorter lifetimes and colder rotational state distributions of the emerging N D 3 fragment. With the original (unsealed) ab initio potential, which produces the most realistic lifetimes (line widths in the infrared spectrum) for N H 3-Ar, the spread of the lifetimes for different initial quasi-bound states of N D r Ar is much larger than for N H 3-Ar. This may be related to the more localized nature of the (quasi-)bound states of N D 3-Ar and the shorter average distance (/?). The rotation-inversion {jf) state distributions of the emerging N D 3 fragment are highly non-statistical, as in N D 3-Ar, but this fragment contains (absolutely and relatively) less rotational energy than the N H 3 fragment in the photo-dissociation of N H 3-Ar. Most of the (quasi-)bound levels of the N D 3-Ar complex show a clear preference for an N D 3 inversion-tunneling state of definite + or -parity, but the distribution of the emerging N D 3 fragment over its + / -states does not reflect this preference. © 1997 American Institute o f Physics. [S0021-9606(97) 
I. INTRODUCTION
Van der Waals complexes are important model systems to study energy transfer and relaxation. 12 The bound levels of such complexes can be studied by high resolution s p e c tr o s c o p y a n d , if these levels are related to the intermolecular potentials by means of accurate bound state calculations,10 this provides a very sensitive test of these potentials. Since the energies of the intramolecular vibrations are mostly higher than the binding energy of the complex, excitation of these vibrations often leads to dissociation. The predissociation lifetimes, obtained from spectral linewidths, and the fragment state distributions measure the coupling between the intra-and intermolecular modes of the complex, as described by the dependence of the intermolecular poten tial on the intramolecular degrees of freedom. N H 3-Ar is an interesting complex, because the wellknown umbrella inversion of the ammonia monomer is hardly hindered in some states of the dimer, but nearly quenched in others, and the barriers to internal rotation are of the same order of magnitude as the rotational constants of N H 3. Ample information on the bound levels of this complex is available, both from high resolution spectroscopy11-17 and from theoretical calculations.18-20 The latter were based on 9 I the ab initio potential surface of Bulski et a ir Also rotationa,Current address: Universidad de la Rioja, Departamento de Química, Edi ficio de Ciencias, Obispo Bustamante 3, 26001-Logroño, Spain. ally inelastic collisions of N H 3 with Ar have been studied, both in state-to-state crossed beam experiments22,23 and by means of close-coupling calculations24-26 with the same po tential surface21 as used for the calculation of the bound lev els. In these collisions the ± inversion states of N H 3 can change as well.
Although a few other ab initio calculations have been made on the potential surface of N H 3-A r7,28 and an accurate semi-empirical potential29 has been extracted from the high resolution spectra, the potential of Bulski et a 1.2 1 is the only one that describes explicitly the dependence of the potential on the umbrella coordinate of N H 3. Hence, it was this poten-O A tial which was used in a recent theoretical study of the fragmentation dynamics of the vibrationally excited ammonia-argon Van der Waals complex. In this study we examined the vibrational predissociation of this dimer fol lowing excitation to the u 2 = I level of the v2 umbrella vi bration of N H 3 in the ground electronic state. We obtained the linewidths of the initial quasi-bound states and the final distribution of the emerging ( i>2 = 0) N H 3 monomers over their rotation-inversion states j f (j and k are the symmetric top rotational quantum numbers and ± is the parity of the umbrella inversion state). We investigated, for both ortho and para N H 3-Ar, what is the effect of a simultaneous initial state excitation in the v2 mode and in one of the intermo lecular or Van der Waals modes (stretch, bend/internal rota tion). For some of these initial states of N H 3-Ar Fraser et a l.11,31 have established lower lim its to the excited state lifetimes by measurement of infrared spectral linewidths and, in one case,31 also an upper limit by an estimate of the time of flight.
In the present paper we address the question: what hap pens if one replaces N H r Ar by N D r Ar? Note that in the N D 3 monomer the frequency of the v2 umbrella mode is reduced by about 20% with respect to N H 3, while the ± inversion splittings are more than 10 times smaller, and the rotational constants are smaller by about a factor of 2. It will be interesting to see the effects of these changes on the frag mentation of the complex. The method by which we perform our calculations is briefly recapitulated in Sec. II, with some computational details given in Sec. III. In Sec. IV we present the bound state results; in Sec. V we discuss the vibrational predissociation results. Finally, the conclusions of this study are given in Sec. VI.
II. METHODOLOGY
We used the same method as in our previous calculations30 on N H 3-Ar. Briefly, the vibrational predisso ciation process can be described as the decay of a quasi bound state of N D 3-Ar (u2 = L/j), where v2 = 1 refers to the vibrational excitation in the v2 umbrella mode of N D 3 and b stands for a given level in the Van der Waals modes, to continuum states A r+ N D i(v2 = 0,jf), where j is the rota tional angular momentum of the ammonia fragment, k the c c projection of / onto the C3 axis of ammonia, and ± stands for the parity of the N D 3 inversion state. The width of the quasi-bound state corresponding to this process is calculated within the framework of the Golden Rule approximation b= 2 r bjk± wi>h j,k, ±
in which Thjk± is the partial width for obtaining A r+ N D 3 with N D 3 in a given rotation-inversion state (jf), ' mass and the Ar nucleus), symmetric top free rotor basis functions (expressed in a body-fixed coordinate system with the ¿-axis alon^ the vector R ) for the internal rotation and overall rotation of the complex, and the ( u 2 = 1 ) umbrella vibration and inversion functions of N D 3. Actually, we com puted also the bound states for i>2 = 0, in order to obtain the ground state of the complex and the excitation frequencies that may be compared with the infrared spectrum.
The v 2 = 1 ~ and i>2 = 0~ wave functions in the umbrella coordinate p were obtained from calculations on the N D 3 monomer with a double-well potential in p that contains three parameters.20 These parameters were fitted to the ex perimentally known band origin of the v2 vibration and to the ± tunneling splittings for v 2 = 0 and u 2= 1. The result ing monomer wave functions were used also to compute the u 2 = 0 and v 2= 1 rotational constants of N D 3, which appear in the kinetic energy operator of the dimer Hamiltonian. The results are summarized in Table I . For the coupling operator W one needs in principle also the off-diagonal elements of the inverse inertia tensor of N D 3 between the u 2 = 1 and u 2 = 0 states; these matrix elements are small, however, and may be safely neglected. One observes in Table I, by com   parison with the corresponding table in Ref. 30, that indeed the rotational constants of N D 3 are about half of those of N H 3, and that the i>2 = 0 and u 2 = 1 inversion splittings are smaller by factors of 15 and 10, respectively. In N H 3-Ar the u 2 = 1 splitting (about 36 cm 1) is comparable to the typical frequencies of the Van der Waals modes, for N D 3-Ar it is considerably smaller.
The continuum wave functions were expanded in the same basis of free rotor functions and umbrella vibration and inversion functions as the bound states. They were obtained as a function of R by integrating the resulting coupled chan nel equations.
We used the same potential as in our study on N H 3-Ar, which was as an expansion of the ab initio potential of Bulski et al. in tesseral harmonics (real spherical harmonics) V,■",(/?,0,</>.p) = 2 ( -1 ) ' "v hn( R .p ) S im(0,<t>).
( The coefficients i>/m(ft,p ) of the expansion had to be recal culated for N D 3-Ar, since the center of mass in N D 3 is not the same as in N H 3. In Eq. (2), p is the umbrella coordinate of N D 3, defined as the angle between the C 3 axis of N D 3 and one of the N -D bonds, 0 is the angle between the C 3 axis and the vector R , and (/) is the angle of rotation of N D 3 about the C 3 axis. Only non-negative values of //*, i.e., tesseral harmonics with cos m<fi, appear in the expansion, because the potential is an even function of </>. Furthermore, because the umbrella vibration retains the threefold symmetry of ammo nia, only terms with /»-values that are multiples of 3 are different from zero. Matrix elements of the expansion coef ficients over the u 2 = 0 ± and u2=\± umbrella functions were generated by numerical integration over p. These ma trix elements were calculated on a grid of R-points and cubic-spline interpolated for the calculation of the continuum wave functions.
We also used the scaled potential proposed by Van Bladel et a l.,19 which they obtained by scaling the short range contribution to the i>3 3 term in the expansion of Eq. distinguish rovibrational states with k = 0 (modulo 3) and states with k = ±\ (modulo 3). Although k is not a good quantum number, it is mixed only by steps of 3 (remember that the only non-zero terms in the potential have m -values that are multiples of 3). Because of the fermion character of the protons, the states with k = 0 (modulo 3) must have a total proton spin of 3/2, i.e., a proton spin weight of 4, whereas the states with k = ± 1 (modulo 3) must have a total proton spin of 1/2, i.e., proton spin weight 2 (see Ref. 19 ).
The first set of states has A'2 or A"2 symmetry in the P I(D 3/i) group of the inverting N H 3-Ar complex, they are usually called ortho states, and the second set of states has E 1 or E " symmetry, they are called para states. States of A\ or A " symmetry are Pauli forbidden; they have nuclear spin statistical weight zero. Since deuterons are bosons with nuclear spin 1, it follows that the latter states do occur in N D 3-Ar, and that the nuclear spin weights of all species are different from those in N H 3-Ar. The states of/4j or A " sym metry are associated with k = 0 (modulo 3), but since their symmetry differs from the A 2 or A 2 states, it is not sufficient in N D 3-Ar to distinguish only ortho and para states. One can show, furthermore, that the overall symmetry of the wave functions is related to the parity of the umbrella-inversion functions that they contain. This, again, is related with the property reflected by Eq. ( 10) of Ref. 30, that the terms in the potential with even values of l + m only couple inversion functions of the same ± parity, and the terms with odd l + m only couple inversion functions of opposite parity.
Symmetric/antisymmetric inversion doublets are of (A\,A2) symmetry, (A" ,A2) symmetry, and {E\E") sym metry. Note, however, that the components of the same dou blet in the /4-type levels belong to different nuclear spin species. Transitions are allowed only within the sets of levels of the same species, A | (nuclear spin weight 10), A2 (spin weight 1), or £ (spin weight 8).
III. COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS
The following masses3^ were used in the calculations: in Ar= 39.9627 amu, //?N = 14.0031 amu, and niD= 2.014 amu. The rotational constants of N D 3 calculated over the eigen functions of the monomer umbrella Hamiltonian are dis played in Table I , as well as the calculated energies of the u2 = 0 ± and u2= 1 ± levels. Since the reduced mass of N H 3-Ar is not very different from that of N H 3-Ar, we used in the bound state calculations the same radial basis of Morse oscillator functions as in our work on N H 3-Ar,30 with the same parameters R c , D c , and coc .
The continuum wave functions were determined as in the N H 3-Ar calculations30 by integrating the coupled channel equations with the De Vogelaere algorithm36 from R = 3 A to R = 10 A by steps of 0.011 A, and were asymptotically matched to sine/cosine functions.
The expansion of the interaction potential in tesseral har monics (real spherical harmonics), which was recalculated for N H 3-Ar, was given with 15 terms ( /^7 and m -0,3,6).
The matrix elements (v2±(p)\vim{R,p)\uf(p)} (with v\,v2 = 0 or 1) were calculated at 33 grid points in R (from 2 to 16 A) and cubic-spline interpolated. All our calculations were performed with the original ab initio potential and with the modified (" scaled" ) potential.
When the rovibrational Hamiltonian of N D 3-Ar is ex pressed with respect to the body-fixed frame that we have used, one can explicitly identify the Coriolis coupling terms between the internal rotations with angular momentum j and the overall rotation with angular momentum J , see Ref. 19 . Without these Coriolis coupling terms i l , which is the pro jection of both j and J on the body-fixed ¿-axis /?, would be an exact quantum number. But even if these (small) Coriolis coupling terms are included, i l remains an approximate quantum number that can conveniently be used to label the Van der Waals states of the complex. To check the effect of Coriolis coupling on the vibrational predissociation, we per formed calculations including the terms off-diagonal in 12
for the lowest J = 1 state of A 2 symmetry with f l = 1 calcu lated with the ab initio potential, for a slightly less converged calculation ( j max= 19). The neglect of Coriolis coupling gives an error of 7.8 ns (i.e., 1.8%) for the lifetime and a maximum relative error of less than 10% for the percentage of the individual final state populations (2.3% relative error in the percentage of a given final parity, + or -). Since we only made calculations for 7 = 0 and 1, and since the number of channels was much larger for an exact (800) than for a Coriolis decoupled (266) II. Energies, inversion tunneling shifts and expectation values of the dimer bond length ( R), of the rotational constant B = (fj2 /2^R2), and of the second Legendre polynomial (P2(cos 0)) for the v2 = 0 states of N D 3-Ar. These results are calculated from the scaled potential, with the inclusion of Coriolis coupling, for the lowest J, i.e., 7 = 0 for the S ( H = 0) states and J= l for the FT( |fl| = 1 ) states. We conducted Coriolis decoupled calculations for 7 = 0 and 1, for all the symmetry species. We investigated the vibrational predissociation of the six lowest H = 0 Van der Waals states for 7 = 0 and 1, and of the two lowest Van der Waals states with i) = ± 1 for 7 = 1 for the species of A | and A 2 symmetry, and for the three lowest i l = 0 (7 = 0 and 1) and the two lowest 0 = ± 1 ( 7 = 1 ) Van der Waals states for the species of E symmetry. Convergence in the solution of the coupled equations with the ab initio potential was ob tained with j max = 21 for 0 = ± 1 (161 channels per parity block, i.e., 322 channels), and with j max= 22 for H = 0 (324 channels for the states of A,,/\2 symmetry and 354 for E symmetry). For the scaled potential we needed j max = 22 for the i) = ± 1 states (354 channels for A j ,A 2 symmetry and 352 for E symmetry), and j max-23 for i l = 0 states (354 channels). The programs were executed on the C R A Y C98 of ID R IS and an execution speed of better than 600 MFlops was achieved thanks to the facility of vectorization of the De Vogelaere algorithm; a converged calculation took 5 minutes of CPU time.
IV. (QUASI) BOUND STATES
In Table II we present the bound i>2 = 0 states of N D 3-Ar for the scaled potential. We label these states by their approximate quantum numbers, in the same way as in • The quantum number v s denotes the number of quanta in the Van der Waals stretch. Observe that u s = 1 states have larger values of (R ) than vs=0 states.
The levels given are those for the lowest allowed values of 7, i.e., 7 = 0 for the 2 states, and 7 = 1 for the II states.
In comparison with the bound states of N H 3-Ar given in
Ref. 20, we observe that the zero-point energy is lower, as expected, and that the average distance (R) is smaller in all the Van der Waals states. Just as in N H 3-Ar, we find an appreciable amount of bend-stretch mixing in the states with j k= 1 q,vs= 0 and j k = 0 0 ,i\?= l , which makes the labeling of these states somewhat arbitrary. This is reflected by the larger value of (R) in both these states. The mixing is less pronounced for the original ab initio potential, because of its smaller anisotropy. The ± inversion splittings of the differ ent states follow the same pattern as in N H 3-Ar, but with the reduction factor of about 15 that holds also for the splitting in N D 3 with respect to that of N H 3. Remember19 that the very small inversion splitting of the n states of E',E" symmmetry is only due to Coriolis mixing with the corre sponding 2 states. Note that the A , component of each (j4 ,,j4 2) doublet, which was Pauli-forbidden in N H 3-Ar, is now allowed. From the calculated inversion shifts in Table II it is obvious which A\,A2 levels form inversion doublets. We can also observe in this table that the two components of each inversion doublet have very similar expectation values (R) and ( P 2(cos 6)).
In Table III we list the quasi-bound v 2 = 1 states, again for the scaled potential. The inversion splittings are consid erably larger here, as in the u 2 = 1 state of free N D 3. H ow ever, they are still an order of magnitude smaller than the splittings between the Van der Waals levels and, therefore, they do not change the energy order of these levels with respect to the l>2 = 0 state (which happens in N H 3-Ar). Also TABLE III. Energies, inversion tunneling shifts and expectation values of the dimer bond length ( R), of the rotational constant B = (h2/2/j.R2), and of the second Legendre polynomial (P2(cos0)) for the quasi-bound v2 = l states of N D r Ar. These results arc calculated from the scaled potential, with the inclusion of Coriolis coupling, for the lowest 7, i.e.. 7 = 0 for the S ( i l = 0) states and ./= 1 for the r i( | n | = i) states. The state labeling is explained in the text. the expectation values (R ) and ( P 2(cos0)) are still about the same for the two components of each inversion doublet. We find the same bend-stretch mixing as in the u 2 = 0 states, especially with the scaled potential. 18), which were computed from the same cib initio potential, there is stronger localization around the angle 0^1 5°, where the potential has its three equivalent minima. The hrst excited state from the cib initio potential has clearly more bend character, with a nodal plane for nearly constant 0, while in the second excited state the Van der Waals stretch is excited. In the excited states computed from the scaled potential, we observe the strong bend/stretch mixing. In N H r A rls this mixing was even stronger, already with the ob initio potential. Note that in N D 3-Ar the bend frequency is lowered more, with respect to N H 3-Ar, than the stretch frequency. This is because the ratio of the N H 3 and N D 3-Ar rotational constants is about 2, whereas the ratio of the reduced masses of N D 3-Ar and N H 3-Ar is only 1.12. As a result, the frequency gap between bend and stretch is larger in N D 3-Ar and there is somewhat less bend/stretch mixing.
In Table IV we describe the character of each v 2= 1 Van der Waals state, in terms of the populations of the most dominant basis functions, both for the cib initio and for the scaled potential. Since the II quasi-bound states were recal culated in the Coriolis decoupling approximation, we also list the energies. We will observe in the following section that the character of these quasi-bound states is important to understand the differences in their predissociation behavior.
We see that there is substantial mixing of the different j f basis functions, especially for the scaled potential which is the most anisotropic one. The largest contribution should de termine, by definition, the approximate quantum numbers that we have used to label the states. In general this is so, but in the case of the 2 (0 q ,vs= 1) and 2 ( 1q , 1 = 0 ) states of A " symmetry calculated with the scaled potential we have made an exception to this rule. Applying it would have re versed the labels of these two states, which would (seem ingly) have led to the unphysical situation that the two com ponents of the S (0 q ,vs= 1) inversion doublet are split by an amount that is much larger than the splitting in free N D 3, and equally so for the two components of the 2 ( 1q ,y.v = 0) doublet. Hence, in this case, we prefer a label ing that is consistent with the doublet structure of the levels.
This problem arises because of the strong bend-stretch mix ing in these levels, which makes their (jj7 <vs) assignment somewhat arbitrary.
V. VIBRATIONAL PREDISSOCIATION

A. Lifetimes
In Table IV we present the vibrational predissociation lifetimes and linewidths of all the levels studied, for both the cib initio and the scaled potentials. The lifetimes are very different, ranging from 0.6 ns to 872 ns. The range of life times is much larger for the cib initio potential (9.67 to 872 ns) than for the scaled one (0.64 to 7.46 ns). Also, it is clear that one effect of scaling the potential is to shorten the life time for vibrational predissociation. This effect was also ob served for N H 3-Ar, although to a smaller extent. The nature of the quasi-bound state ( A ,, A 2 or E, Van der Waals exci tation) is also important. In particular, for a given 2 or n tial, because of the strong bend/stretch mixing. The overall rotation, i.e., the quantum number 7, does not have much influence on the vibrational predissociation lifetimes. For the 2 levels we have computed the lifetimes also for 7 = 1 , but the results are not shown since they are very similar to those for 7 = 0. On the other hand, the value of i l strongly influ ences the process. For instance, the n ( 1 ^ ,1^= 0 ) state for the ab initio potential has a lifetime of 442 ns, while the corresponding X(\q ,vs = 0) state has a lifetime of 100 ns. The reason for this strong i l dependence is that the character of the Van der Waals state depends strongly on i l . For in stance, for j k = 1 o the II state ( | f l| = l) corresponds to a more perpendicular configuration of the C 3 axis and the intermolecular axis than the 2 state ( f l = 0), cf. the values of ( P 2(cos ^)) U 1 Table III . This behavior agrees with classical angular momentum arguments: (1 = 0 implies that the mono mer angular momentum j is perpendicular to the C 3 axis of N D 3, while 0 = ± 1 implies that it is nearly (anti)parallel to the intermolecular axis R. Hence, in the n state the C 3 axis is nearly perpendicular to R. On average, the scaled potential leads to colder rotational distributions. The average rotational energy is usually not the same for the -I-and the -tunneling states of N D 3 and the relative magnitude of these two energies also varies.
B. Final state distributions
There is a relation between the lifetime of a given level and the average energy that goes into rotation: Levels which have a shorter lifetime tend to have less rotational energy in the fragments. This is in agreement with the energy gap law37,38 in the following sense. Although these levels have a higher energy (since they correspond to excited van der Waals modes), they are better coupled to the dissociative coordinate and hence need less rotational energy to reduce the energy that goes into relative translation. In N H 3-Ar this j + k is odd, and for the odd ( -) inversion functions if J+ j + k is even. For the A '[, A 2 and E" states these rules are reversed. It should be remembered that these selection rules hold only to the extent that Coriolis coupling is negligible, so that il becomes a good quantum number (and for J = 0, of course).
The final rotational state distributions for the N D 3 frag ment are very diverse. As in N H 3-Ar. none of them looks statistical and they are not determined by the initial rotational content o f the quasi-bound state wave function, because these wave functions involve only very few j k levels (see Table IV ). We looked for systematics in these distributions to obtain some information on the role played by physical parameters in the vibrational predissociation process of the N D 3-Ar Van der Waals complex. Some trends deduced from the average rotational energy of the fragments in Table V those that we obtained for NH3-Ar. A correlation that could only partly be examined in NH3-Ar, because of Fermi statistics, is the one between final state distributions originating from states that correspond to the two components, (A[A' 2), (A",A 2) or (E \ E "), of the same tunneling doublet. We find that this correlation is in termediate, 2 (0 q ,vs = 0) and 2 (0 q ,1^ = 0) states from the scaled po tential, to 0.79 for C + _ between the 2 ( 1 * ,u > v = 0) and 2 (1 Ï yvs=0) states. For the states presented in Figs. 2 -4 , the correlation coefficients between the two components of the same tunneling doublet (upper and lower halves in each figure) are given in the figure captions. Table VI gives the percentage of + and -parity of the N D 3 tunneling states before and after dissociation. Almost all the quasi-bound states have a rather well-defined initial parity with respect to inversion of N D 3. This character is lost during the dissociation, where almost all levels lead to near equipartition between the two parities. Only for the stretch excited {us = \) levels there seems to be a slight memory of the original + / -parity left in the N D 3 fragment, but in all other cases the vibrational predissociation process tends to wash out the + or -character of the initial quasi-bound state. As in the NH3-Ar calculations, some levels that were ranging from 0.40 for C + _ between the originally pure in one parity can give a larger proportion of the opposite parity in the final states. For instance, the 2 ( 0 0^5 = 0) quasi-bound state of A 2 symmetry calculated with the ab initio potential is 75% + before vibrational pre dissociation and 70% -after. But this is not true for the same state calculated with the scaled potential which retains its -character before and after vibrational predissociation. Hence, no clear propensity rules emerged for the contribu tion of + and -final tunneling states of N D 3, as in the NH 3 case. States with different parities are coupled by the interaction potential, and more precisely, by the terms utm in Eq.
(2) with odd l + m M ). In particular, Van Bladel et a l.^ had noticed that the most important terms in the interaction potential are i>,< 0 and i>3 3 . For mixing + and -states, the important term would then be the v 10 term. The importance of the u3>3 term can be examined by comparing final rotational state distributions for the same Van der Waals states calculated with the ab initio and the scaled potentials. We found some similarities. For instance, the n ( l (} , i ; v = 0) quasi-bound state of A 2 symmetry pro duces very similar rotational distributions for states with fi nal + parity (correlation coefficient=0.70). For the 2 quasi bound states of A |,v42 symmetry, the correlation is rather low. For states of E symmetry, the correlation is generally higher, ranging from 0.48 to 0.84.
C. Comparison with NH3-Ar
A striking difference between N D 3-Ar and NH3-Ar is that the scaling of the potential in N D 3-Ar shortens the life times much more than in NH3-Ar. This can be rationalized in the following way. It is the i;33 term in the potential which is scaled and, in particular, the short range contribution to this term which decays exponentially with the distance R. The ^-dependence of this term is given by the function sin 0, which has its maximum at 0 = 9 0°. In comparison with NH3-Ar, where the wave functions extend more towards smaller values of 0 (see Figs. 3, 5, and 6 in Ref. 18) , the N D 3-Ar wave functions are more localized in the region near 0 = 9 0° (see Fig. 1 and the discussion in Sec. IV) , and they also correspond to smaller (average) values of the distance R (see Tables II and III) . Therefore, the scaling of the u33 term will be more effective in N D r Ar and lead to a more substantial reduction of the lifetimes. We remind the reader that it was also this anisotropic term, together with the V\ 0 term, which had the strongest effect on the splittings of the free rotor levels of NH3 in the complex.19 So, the same an isotropic terms are probably most dominant in determining the vibrational predissociation process. For both complexes, excitation in the Van der Waals modes, especially the stretch mode, accelerates the vibra tional predissociation. In the case of ND3-Ar, both the bend and stretch excited states are much shorter lived than the ground state: (39 ns, 100 ns) and (13 ns, 10 ns), respectively, for the bend and stretch excited (A[ A 'i) doublets compared to (521 ns, 872 ns) for the ground doublet, with the cib initio potential. In the case of NH3-Ar it is the ! ( 1 ({ ,i>A . = 0) state which has the longest lifetime (373 ns, with the cib initio potential) of all the ortho (A2) states; this state is bend ex cited. The lifetime of the Van der Waals ground state In both NHr Ar and N D r Ar, the rotational excitation of 7 = 0->1 has hardly any effect on the predissociation life times and on the product state distributions, but the change from H = 0 to |il|=l, i.e., the difference between S and n states, is appreciable. This is caused by the effect of il on the Van der Waals state of the complex and, in particular, on the distribution of the angle 0 between the C 3 axis of am monia and the intermolecular axis R (see Sec. V A). This angular distribution is given by the expansion of the quasibound state wave function in the Wigner functions d \lk{ 0) (see Eq. (6) in Ref. 30) . We discuss here the 0(10) and S( 1q) quasi-bound states. For the U state the wave function is mainly d j 0( 0 ), which is proportional to sin 6, and for the 2 state it is i/(')0( 0 ), which is proportional to cos 0. Since the v 3 > 3 term is proportional to sin3 ft scaling the coefficient of this term in the coupling will affect the II state more than the S state. This holds for both complexes, for all the states that are mainly j k= 10. Hence, multiplying the short range con tribution to u 33 by 1.43 changes the lifetime of the II( 1q ,1^ = 0) state by a factor of 14, while the lifetime of the S( 1q ,u v = 0 ) state is merely changed by a factor of 3. For the same states in ND3-Ar, the ratios are 136 and 22, respectively. The observation that these ratios are much larger for N D 3-Ar than for NH3-Ar was already discussed in Sec. V A. In Sec. V B we discussed the amount of rotational en ergy of the N D 3 fragment emerging from N D 3-Ar; see Table  V . The corresponding results for NH3-Ar are given in Table   III of Ref. 30. The frequency of the v2 vibration is smaller for N D 3-Ar, which implies that there is less energy available for dissociation, but at the same time the rotational constants of N D 3 are smaller than those of NH3, so that a given rota tional channel takes away less energy. The result is that the highest open j k=Q channel is 8 0 for NH3 and 100 for N D 3, and that 7 0, which represents about half of the available energy in NH3-Ar, represents about two-thirds in NH3-Ar. If the same fraction of the excess energy would go into rota tion, this would lead to higher j k levels for N D 3. We find, however, that on average about one-third of the vibrational excitation energy (of ^9 5 0 cm -1 ) goes into rotation for NH3 and about one-iifth (of ^7 5 0 cm " 1) for N D 3. The ratio (950/750) * (5/3) ^ 2 is nearly the same as the ratio of the rotational constants of NH3 and N D 3, which implies that the populations of j k levels are similar. Indeed, the channels with higher j which are open in N D 3-Ar, but not in NH3-Ar, are hardly populated in most cases; see Figs. 3 and   4. The ground 2 (0 q ,1^= 0 ) states form an exception: Espe-cially for the N D 3 states with parity ( i ) opposite to that of the initial quasi-bound state the highest j k levels are strongly populated, (see Fig. 2 ), and the amount of rotational energy in these opposite parity channels is high, (see Table V ). In NH3-Ar we have found similar effects, for different initial states.
In both complexes the vibrational predissociation washes out the + or -character of the initial quasi-bound state, the + or -character being even inverted in some cases. This can be understood by analyzing the v2-\~-+0± coupling Hamiltonian W in Eq. (1) which is responsible for the vibra tional predissociation. Remember that the kinetic energy contributions to W are negligible, and that each term in the expansion of the potential according to Eq. (2) couples either ± states of the same parity or states of opposite parity. In spection shows that the elements of W that couple inversion states with the same parity are of the same order of magni tude as those between states with opposite parity. Hence, no propensity rules can be observed concerning dissociation into the + or -states. This is not in contradiction with the observation that the initial quasi-bound states do have a clear + or -character, since the latter are derived from the in teraction potential averaged over the v2 = 1 umbrella vibra tions. In this averaged potential the coefficients which corre- ortho NH 3-Ar, the width of the lines in the corresponding infrared band. Since this linewidth is probably instrument limited, this gives a lower limit to the lifetime of this state. An upper limit could be extracted from the time of flight between excitation and de tection. These lower and upper limits are not very narrow; they differ by four orders of magnitude. Actually, there are also a few excited states of para NH 3-Ar for which the spec tral line widths have been measured;11,32-34 they are col lected in Table VII . In this table we have included the exci tation frequencies calculated from the scaled potential, since these are clearly more realistic,19'20 and the lifetimes from both potentials. It turns out, however, that the lifetimes from the scaled potential are systematically too short, while those from the ab initio potential are mostly compatible with the experimental data. The lifetime after vibrational excitation and the distribu tion of the N D 3 fragment over its jj~ states depend strongly on the nature of the quasi-bound state excited. In particular, excitation of the Van der Waals stretch mode leads to a much shorter lifetime and a colder rotational state distribution. In this respect, N D 3-Ar is similar to NH3-Ar, but if one looks more in detail at the dissociation of the individual (bend/ stretch) excited Van der Waals levels, with different A j, A 2, and E symmetries, one observes marked differences. These differences are partly due to the more localized nature of the (quasi-)bound states in N D 3-Ar, and partly to the fact that in N H 3-Ar the v2~ l excited levels are no longer or dered according to their Van der Waals excitation energies.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The latter phenomenon is caused by the much larger inver sion splitting in the v2= 1 states of N H 3-Ar, which surpasses the energies associated with the excitation of the Van der Waals modes and, thereby, leads to a different energy order of the u2 = 1 levels. In this last respect, N D 3-Ar, is simpler than NH3-Ar. The average amount of rotational energy going into the N D 3 fragment, relative to that of the NH 3 fragment, is not determined by the available energies, but rather by the ratio of the rotational constants. Also here, we found that the individual levels may strongly deviate from this average pict u re. We have made our computations both for the original ab initio NH3-Ar potential of Bulski et al2 ] and for the scaled version of this potential, which was constructed1^ to produce better agreement of the bound {u2 = 0) Van der Waals levels with the far-infrared spectrum. By observing the effect of this scaling on the photo-dissociation lifetimes and product state distributions, we obtained more physical insight in the properties of the complex which determine these quantities.
Just as in
By comparison with the linewidths observed in four different
bands of the infrared spectrum of NH 3-Ar, we find, however, that the original ab initio potential produces realistic life times, whereas those from the scaled potential are systemati cally too short. This seems contradictory to the fact that the scaling produces a more realistic pattern of the bound levels, not only for v 2 = 0 (in comparison with the far-infrared spectrum),19 but also for v 2 = 1 (compared with the midinfrared frequencies)20 and, moreover, that it yields better (integral and differential) cross sections for rotational and inversion transitions of NH3 induced by (inelastic) collisions with Ar atoms.24,26 It should be emphasized, however, that the (quasi-)bound states and the scattering cross sections are determined by the radial and angular dependence of the NH3-Ar potential for a very small range of the umbrella angle p close to its equilibrium value, whereas the photo dissociation is governed by the v 2 -1 -+0 coupling which, in the harmonic approximation, depends on the first derivative of the intermolecular potential with respect to p. In our cal culations of the dissociation process, we have not made this approximation, but it is clear that this process depends criti cally on the umbrella angle dependence of the intermolecular potential. The fact that the scaling produces a better potential for the equilibrium value of p does not imply that it also improves the p-dependence of the original ab initio poten tial.
